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Motivated by Pierre Auger Observatory results favoring a heavy nuclear composition for ultrahigh-
energy (UHE) cosmic rays, we investigate implications for the cumulative neutrino background. The
requirement that nuclei not be photodisintegrated constrains their interactions in sources, therefore
limiting neutrino production via photomeson interactions. Assuming a dNCR=dECR / E2CR injection
spectrum and photodisintegration via the giant dipole resonance, the background flux of neutrinos is
lower than E2  109 GeV cm2 s1 sr1 if UHE nuclei ubiquitously survive in their sources. This is
smaller than the analogous Waxman-Bahcall flux for UHE protons by about 1 order of magnitude and is
below the projected IceCube sensitivity. If IceCube detects a neutrino background, it could be due to other
sources, e.g., hadronuclear interactions of lower-energy cosmic rays; if it does not, this supports our strong
restrictions on the properties of sources of UHE nuclei.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.81.123001 PACS numbers: 95.85.Ry, 98.70.Sa
I. INTRODUCTION
The much-anticipated era of high-energy neutrino as-
tronomy seems near [1,2]. The IceCube detector at the
South Pole is nearing completion [3], and the comparable
KM3Net detector in the Mediterranean is being planned
[4]. These and higher-energy neutrino detectors, e.g.,
ANITA [5], are expected to reveal unseen aspects of the
extreme universe.
One of the main goals is to identify the sources of the
cosmic rays, a long-standing mystery. While cosmic rays
below the knee at 1015:5 eV are likely produced by
Galactic supernovae, those at higher energies have less
certain origins. There is special interest in ultrahigh-energy
cosmic rays (UHECRs) [6], which have energies above the
ankle at 1018:5 eV and which are almost certainly from
extragalactic sources. Plausible accelerators include active
galactic nuclei (AGN) [7,8], gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)
[9,10], newly born magnetars [11], and clusters of galaxies
[8,12]. Neutrinos and gamma rays will be important diag-
nostics of UHECRs, either directly, by pointing to nearby
sources, or indirectly, by the levels of the cumulative
background fluxes from all sources.
For the usually assumed possibility that the UHECRs are
protons, there is a large literature on neutrino production
through photomeson interactions inside (e.g., for AGN
[13,14], GRBs [13,15], newly born magnetars [16], and
clusters [17]) or outside (e.g., via the Greisen, Zatsepin,
and Kuzmin process [18] or a lower-energy variant [19])
sources. Because of large model uncertainties, more gen-
eral arguments are useful. The Waxman and Bahcall (WB)
[20] and the Mannheim, Protheroe, and Rachen (MPR)
[21] upper bounds on the neutrino background follow
from an assumption that the UHECR sources are at least
semitransparent to photomeson interactions, i.e., that each
accelerated proton loses at most1=2 of its energy via this
process before escape; the details are discussed below.
These fluxes define reasonable landmarks to assess the
sensitivity of neutrino telescopes (we use ‘‘landmark’’
instead of ‘‘bound’’ to emphasize that this is a nominal
scale instead of an observational bound).
Observations of UHECRs have recently been greatly
improved by the High-Resolution Fly’s Eye (HiRes) and
the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO). Both report a spec-
trum cutoff at 60 1018 eV [22–24]. For UHE protons,
this is consistent with attenuation due to photomeson in-
teractions with the cosmic microwave background [25].
For UHE heavy nuclei such as iron, as in models in
Refs. [24,26,27], it is consistent with attenuation due to
photodisintegration interactions with the cosmic infrared
background [24,26].
Surprising new results suggest that UHECRs may be
nuclei instead of protons. The UHECR composition is
probed by the average depth of shower maximum, Xmax,
and the rms fluctuations around it, Xmax; while both are
subject to uncertainties in the hadronic models, these are
much less for Xmax. HiRes data on Xmax favor a proton
composition [28]. However, with the larger PAO data set,
and results on both Xmax and Xmax, a heavier nuclear
composition is favored [29]. The heavy composition is
also suggested by the Yakutsk experiment [30].
We derive new results for the neutrino background due
to UHECR sources, taking into account that the PAO
results would require that UHE nuclei survive photodisin-
tegration interactions in their sources. Our landmarks for
the neutrino background due to UHE nuclei are signifi-
cantly lower than the analogous WB and MPR landmarks
for UHE protons. For all these landmarks, neutrinos are
produced by photomeson interactions in the sources. The
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difference arises because the requirement that nuclei sur-
vive photodisintegration strongly limits the density of these
target photons. We explore the conditions that set this
landmark, as well as the caveats that apply to its use.
II. REVIEW OF NEUTRINO LANDMARKS FOR
THE UHE PROTON CASE
UHE protons may have photomeson and Bethe-Heitler
pair-production interactions with radiation fields in
sources. Landmarks for the neutrino and gamma-ray back-
ground fluxes can be obtained in relation to the cosmic-ray
flux. Key inputs are the typical number of interactions for
escaping cosmic rays and the normalization of their injec-
tion rate, which depends on their spectrum. Photomeson
interactions near threshold produce single pions, and
charged and neutral pion decays produce neutrinos and
gamma rays, respectively.
The WB landmark for the neutrino background from
UHE proton sources [20] is based on three assumptions:
(a) the effective optical depth for photomeson interactions
is taken to the formal limit of unity for semitransparent
sources, (b) the injected cosmic-ray spectrum is
dNp=dEp / E2p , and (c) magnetic fields in the Universe
do not affect the observed flux of extragalactic cosmic
rays; i.e., magnetic confinement does not change the ob-
served cosmic-ray spectrum. Assumption (c) becomes
most relevant when assumption (b) is altered or not used,
as for the more general but higher MPR landmark, which
was constructed with constraints on the observed cosmic-
ray flux, and allows other classes of cosmic-ray sources
below and above 1019 eV; in this case, assumption (a)
basically corresponds to the condition that neutrons freely
escape from sources [21].
For these landmarks, sources are assumed to be semi-
transparent for all loss processes, and fp  tint=tp is the
effective optical depth for photomeson interactions, where
tp is the photomeson energy-loss time and tint is the
interaction duration for cosmic rays. (For UHECR sources
such as GRBs, tint  tdyn is used since tdyn & tesc is typi-
cally assumed; when acceleration is escape limited or
particles leaving the acceleration region propagate in a
persistent field, as in clusters, one should use tint  tesc.)
The WB landmark takes the formal limit fp ! 1 below.
Strictly speaking, this does not mean fp ! 1, but rather
fp=ð1 fpÞ ! 1, where fp < 1 is the effective optical
depth for all loss processes, since only a fraction (1 fp)
of produced nucleons can leave the source to contribute to
the observed cosmic-ray flux.
For comparison to our results, we reproduce the WB
landmark by using assumptions (a) and (b). We take the
energy injection rate of UHE protons to be E2pd _Np=dEp 
0:6 1044 ergMpc3 yr1 at 1019 eV for a dNp=dEp /
E2p spectrum, consistent with recent PAO results [31], as
well as with the results from earlier experiments used in
Refs. [20,32]. Though the injection spectrum shape may be
different, as discussed in Ref. [21], this choice is reason-
able for demonstration purposes. The WB landmark is
obtained from
E2  14 fp
ctH
4
E2p
d _Np
dEp
: (1)
Roughly speaking, about half of the produced pions are
charged, and muon neutrinos ( þ ) carry about half
the pion energy. For cosmological parameters m ¼ 0:3,
 ¼ 0:7, and H0 ¼ 70 km s1 Mpc1, then tH 
13:5 Gyr and the formal limit of fp ! 1 in Eq. (1) gives
E2 ’ 1:0 108fz GeV cm2 s1 sr1; (2)
where fz is the redshift evolution factor defined in Eq. (5)
of Ref. [20], and no-evolution and fast-evolution cases
correspond to fz  0:6 and fz  3, respectively. (Here,
as in Refs. [10,16], we use fz, although z is used in
Ref. [20].) As long as the relevant assumptions hold for
all sources, the WB and MPR fluxes give reasonably
optimistic landmarks for the neutrino background, useful
for comparing to the sensitivity of neutrino telescopes.
Here and below, neutrino mixing is neglected, to allow
direct comparison to previous work, and because the de-
tectors are not sensitive only to muon neutrinos.
III. RESULTS ON NEUTRINO LANDMARKS FOR
THE UHE NUCLEI CASE
If the UHECRs are nuclei instead of protons, the above
landmark fluxes can be applicable (for the same require-
ment on optical depth for photomeson interactions, the
UHECR energy range probed is A times higher).
However, for nuclei in radiation fields, the photodisin-
tegration process is even more important than the photo-
meson process [33,34]. We derive a new landmark for the
neutrino background by using a new assumption (a’) that
UHECR nuclei survive photodisintegration in their sources
and escape without losing their energy; this is more strin-
gent than assumption (a). As long as the conditions and
appropriateness of the underlying assumptions are com-
mon in the sources, our nucleus-survival landmarks will
work as indicative upper bounds, much like the WB
landmark.
For isotropic target photon fields, the photodisintegra-
tion interaction time tA is given by [33]
t1Að"AÞ ¼
c
22A
Z 1
"th
d "Að "Þ "
Z 1
"=2A
d""2
dn
d"
; (3)
where A is the photodisintegration total cross section, "
is the photon energy in the nucleus rest frame, "th is the
threshold energy, and "A ¼ AmAc2 is the nucleus energy
in the source frame (or the comoving frame if the source is
moving). Near threshold, photodisintegration occurs via
the giant dipole resonance (GDR), a collective vibration
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of nucleons. At increasingly higher energies, quasideu-
teron emission, baryon resonances, and fragmentation be-
come more relevant. In many astrophysical situations, the
GDR mode is dominant, due to the falling spectra of
cosmic rays and target photons, and we focus on such
cases. In addition to assumptions (a’) and (b), this is an
assumption required to obtain our landmark fluxes.
Possible non-GDR effects are discussed later.
A. Condition on photodisintegration optical depth
To calculate the photodisintegration rate, we assume that
the target photon spectrum is a power law, dn=d" ¼
n0ð"="0Þ, as typically expected for sources such as
GRBs and AGN. If the photon spectrum is sufficiently
soft ( * 1), the photodisintegration cross section can be
approximated by the GDR cross section as A 
GDRð " "GDRÞ"GDR [10,35,36]. Then we have
[10,36]
t1A 
2"0n0
1þ cGDR
 "GDR
"GDR

EA
EA0

1
; (4)
where GDR  1:45 1027A cm2 is the GDR cross sec-
tion, "GDR  42:65A0:21 MeV (0:925A2:433 MeV) for
A > 4 (A  4), and "GDR  8 MeV [37]. Here, EA0 ¼
"A0 ’ 0:5mAc2 "GDR="0 is the energy of a nucleus in-
teracting with a photon with "0, where  is the Doppler
factor that should be taken into account if the source is
moving. The optical depth for photodisintegration is given
by 	A  tint=tA.
As noted above, photomeson production occurs on nu-
clei as well as on nucleons, leading to the production of
neutrinos [38]. This happens when the energy of a target
photon exceeds the pion-production threshold in the rest
frame of a nucleus. The cross section is mes  pA
(neglecting shadowing) and the energy fraction carried
by pions is 
mes  
p=A (treating the other nucleons as
spectators). We avoid a more detailed treatment of photo-
meson production in nuclei, for which the difficulties may
be unnecessary for many astrophysical applications. Using
the -resonance approximation for the same target photon
field as for photodisintegration, the photomeson energy-
loss rate is [10,15]
t1mes  2"0n01þ c

 "
"

EA
EðmesÞA0

1
; (5)
where   4:4 1028 cm2, "  0:34 GeV, " 
0:2 GeV, and 
  0:2, and these values are taken from
the photomeson production process [15]. Here, EðmesÞA0 ¼
"ðmesÞA0  ’ 0:5mAc2 "="0 ’ 19ðA=56Þ0:21EA0. From
Eq. (5), we expect tmesðEðmesÞA0 Þ  tpðEp0Þ, where Ep0 ’
0:5mpc
2 "="0 ’ 0:33ðA=56Þ0:79EA0. Hence we obtain
fmesðEðmesÞA0 Þ  fpðEp0Þ, as long as tint is the same for
nuclei and protons. This means that the requirement of
nucleus survival limits the flux of photomeson neutrinos
from protons as well as that from nuclei. Then, from
Eqs. (4) and (5), we have
fmesðEðmesÞA0 Þ 


GDR
 "
 "GDR
"GDR
"
	AðEA0Þ: (6)
This is essentially the same as Eq. (16) in Ref. [10] (but
note that 	A in this work was defined as fN there). It is
the relation between photodisintegration and photomeson
production rates, which depends only on fundamental
quantities such as the cross section, though it is justified
only when the resonance approximations are valid. The
requirement of ‘‘complete’’ nucleus survival at arbitrary
energies (up to the maximum energy), i.e., 	A < 1, then
leads to [10]
fmes  fp & 1:5 103ðA=56Þ1:21; (7)
where cases with A > 4 are considered. (Hereafter we
show cases with A > 4 only, since it is straightforward to
derive expressions for A  4.) For comparison, recall that
the WB flux is formally set by fp < 1 in Eq. (1).
Similar to Eq. (1), the background flux is written as
E2  14 fmes
ctH
4
E2A
d _NA
dEA
: (8)
As a result, for a E2CR spectrum, the neutrino ( þ )
background flux is
E2 & 1:5 1011fzðA=56Þ1:21 GeV cm2 s1 sr1:
(9)
The resulting landmarks are shown in Fig. 1, where they
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FIG. 1 (color online). Landmarks for the neutrino background
from UHECR (injected as dNCR=dECR / E2CR) photomeson
interactions in sources, compared to the projected IceCube
sensitivity and the atmospheric neutrino background. The
Waxman-Bahcall line for protons is formally set by the upper
bound on photomeson interactions in sources (fp < 1). Our
lines for nuclei are set by the upper bounds on photodisintegra-
tion interactions in sources (	A < 1). Fast redshift evolution is
used, and arrows indicate the change for no evolution.
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are compared to the projected IceCube three-year sensitiv-
ity for a E2 spectrum [3], as well as the estimated atmos-
pheric neutrino background (taken from Ref. [1], with the
spectrum assumed to be / E3 above 1 PeV). The small
background fluxes, which will be hard for IceCube and
KM3Net to detect, follow from the strong upper limit on
interactions with the radiation field required so that all
UHECR sources satisfy 	A < 1. It is particularly strong
when an ironlike composition is assumed as an explanation
of the PAO data, as in Refs. [24,27].
Although we have discussed only neutrinos from pion
decay, they are also produced by neutron decay following
photodisintegration. However, these neutrinos give lower
background fluxes. The typical neutrino energy in the
neutron rest frame is 0:48 MeV, and 	A < 1 gives
E2 & 1:9 1013fzðA=56Þ1:21 GeV cm2 s1 sr1
for electron antineutrinos.
B. Condition on photodisintegration effective optical
depth
The PAO composition results are still uncertain, and it is
possible that the composition is mixed rather than ironlike.
Also, perhaps a moderate fraction of nuclei undergo pho-
todisintegration interactions in their sources, such that the
requirement 	A < 1might be too strong. Instead of this, it
would be more conservative to define a condition on the
photodisintegration energy-loss time tdis for nuclei of ini-
tial mass A.
After a heavy nucleus with A (e.g., iron) experiences one
photodisintegration interaction via the GDR, the atomic
number is A 1, which is still heavy. For the first interac-
tion, the fractional nuclear energy loss, i.e., the inelasticity,
is roughly 
GDR  1=A around the GDR resonance (since
A is conserved before and after single-nucleon emission
by the GDR) [34]. The photodisintegration energy-loss
time is roughly estimated by multiplying Eq. (4) by 
GDR
(or one can evaluate it numerically in a somewhat different
manner [26]). Then, the more conservative requirement of
nucleus survival is that the effective (energy-loss) photo-
disintegration optical depth is smaller than unity, i.e.,
fA  tint=tdis  tint
GDR=tA < 1. Then, instead of
Eq. (7), we have
fmes  fp & 8:2 102ðA=56Þ0:21: (10)
This is larger than that in the previous subsection since
some photodisintegration is now allowed.
The corresponding nucleus-survival landmark for the
neutrino background is analogous to Eq. (8). However,
when nucleons are ejected from nuclei via the GDR, both
the nuclei themselves and the ejected nucleons produce
neutrinos via photomeson interactions. Instead of Eq. (8),
in more generality, we have
E2  14
ctH
4
½fpðEA=AÞfAðEAÞ
þ fmesðEAÞð1 fAðEAÞÞE2A
d _NA
dEA
; (11)
where we have still assumed fA < 1. However, because
fpðEA=AÞ  fmesðEAÞ, this becomes the same as Eq. (8).
Hence, similar to Eq. (9), the neutrino ( þ ) back-
ground flux is
E2 & 8:4 1010fzðA=56Þ0:21 GeV cm2 s1 sr1;
(12)
which is still lower than the WB landmark by 1 order of
magnitude. The near-A independence of this result is a
consequence of the fact that GDR
GDR  Að1=AÞ  1; in
the previous subsection, the term 
GDR was not included.
The results are shown in Fig. 2.
The neutrino background from nuclei accelerators was
briefly considered in Ref. [39], where it was argued that
this flux is much smaller than the WB flux. Our work is
different, since we quantitatively take into account the
nucleus-survival condition, showing that it is crucial to
constrain properties of the sources and that it leads to a
small but appreciable neutrino flux.
Similar to Eq. (12), the landmark for neutrinos from
neutron decay following photodisintegration can be
obtained; the condition fA < 1 leads to E
2
 &
1011fzðA=56Þ0:21 GeV cm2 s1 sr1 for electron
antineutrinos.
C. Dependence on spectral index
The nucleus-survival landmarks expressed in Eqs. (9)
and (12) were derived for a E2CR spectrum. Different in-
dices are allowed from UHECR observations, depending
on source evolution models. Here, modifying assumption
(b), we consider the case where dNCRdECR
 A1ðdNAdEAÞ ¼
A1ðyA dNCRdECRÞ with
dNA
dEA
/ EsA . Here, yA is the fraction of
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FIG. 2 (color online). The same as Fig. 1, but the photodisin-
tegration bound is defined instead by fA < 1.
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nuclei with mass A. As an example, assuming a two-
component case, Eq. (1) is replaced by
E2  14
ctH
4

fpE
2
p
d _Np
dEp
þ fmesE2A
d _NA
dEA

; (13)
where we have used fpðEA=AÞ  fmesðEAÞ. For the
UHECR energy injection rate at 1019 eV, we use
E2CRd
_NCR=dECR ¼ 0:6 ðs 1Þ1044 ergMpc3 yr1 [31].
To set landmarks, we take only the larger of the two
terms above (one for protons, one for nuclei). A neutrino of
energy E can be produced by a proton of energy Ep 
20E or a nucleus of energy EA  20AE; the cosmic-ray
energy flux is smaller (larger) at the higher energy for s >
2 (s < 2). For s > 2, Eq. (12) is replaced by
E2 & 8:4 1010 GeV cm2 s1 sr1
 fzðA=56Þ0:21ðs 1ÞE2s;17:7: (14)
For s < 2, Eq. (12) is replaced by
E2 & 8:4 1010 GeV cm2 s1 sr1
 fzðA=56Þ1:79sðs 1ÞE2s;15:95: (15)
Results for an example with s > 2 are shown in Fig. 3.
D. Dependence on composition
Our results in Eqs. (9), (12), (14), and (15) do not depend
on the composition itself. They do have A dependence,
which comes from which nucleus is adopted for the
nucleus-survival condition. Generally speaking, the re-
quirement fA < 1 (or 	A < 1) leads to composition-
dependent landmarks, since Eq. (13) implicitly includes
yA. However, we can define our landmark by just the
largest of the composition-dependent terms, as done in
deriving Eqs. (14) and (15). The energy of a nucleus
producing a neutrino with energy E is higher than that
of a proton producing a neutrino with energy E. For s > 2,
the first term in Eq. (13) is more important. Thus, for the
same yA, more neutrinos with E come from protons than
from nuclei. For s < 2, the second term is more important,
and the situation is reversed. For s ¼ 2, because
fpðEA=AÞ  fmesðEAÞ, the landmark neutrino flux is al-
ready independent of the composition.
E. Discussion of applicability
While our results are general, they must be accompanied
by some caveats.
First, our arguments are valid only when the photodis-
integration and photomeson interactions are both governed
by resonances (the ratio of our nucleus-survival landmark
and the WB landmark essentially follows from the relative
properties of the GDR resonance and the  resonance). In
principle, nonresonance effects could be important over a
broad energy range. For example, in the high-energy limit,
photodisintegration is governed by fragmentation, where
many pions and nucleons are produced, and then one
would not expect a significant difference between fmes
(or fp) and fA. However, in many astrophysical situ-
ations, both the photodisintegration and photomeson pro-
cesses are well described by resonance approximations as
long as the target photon spectrum is soft enough
[10,21,36,38]. For a power-law photon spectrum with 
2, the resonance approximations are good [10,21,36], and
our landmarks are valid; if  1, nonresonance effects are
moderately important [10,21,38,40,41]. For a blackbody
photon spectrum with temperature T, the energy-loss rate
is maximal around EA0 ’ 0:5mAc2 "GDR=kT, so that one
has to consider only the nucleus-survival condition at this
energy as long as the injection energy of nuclei is lower
thanEA0. Thus, in practice, our results would be valid when
the targets are radiation fields with sufficiently soft spectra,
as considered here.
On the other hand, for hadronuclear processes, including
the pp interaction, where the nonresonant region is crucial
except near the pion-production threshold, our results
would not be valid. At high energies, this cross section is
Ap  5 1026A2=3 cm2 (in the shadowing limit), where
spallation, fragmentation, and meson production occur.
Detailed studies would be required for nucleus-survival
landmarks in such cases and are beyond the scope of this
work.
Second, in deriving Eqs. (7) and (10), we implicitly
assumed that tint is the same for nucleons and nuclei. For
transients such as GRBs, tint  tdyn is expected. But for
persistent sources, one may expect tint  tesc, and the
escape time may be different between the two. In addition,
particle escape could be related to another problem. Since
the landmarks are normalized by the UHECRs, assumption
(a’) implies that all the UHECRs accelerated in the sources
contribute to the observed UHECR flux (i.e., the effective
optical depth for all loss processes fA 	 1). This might be
true, especially at the highest energies; for example, for
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FIG. 3 (color online). The same as Fig. 2, but the UHECR are
injected as dNCR=dECR / E2:3CR .
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GRBs we may expect tesc  tdyn  tacc & tcool [10]. But, if
the escape time is too long, cosmic rays might lose their
energies before escape, via adiabatic or radiative cooling,
and so on (for UHE nuclei sources, we cannot use the
neutron escape mechanism, which may work in UHE
proton sources). This potentially allows hidden accelera-
tors, where a significant fraction of accelerated cosmic
rays would not contribute to the observed cosmic-ray
flux; this would then produce more neutrinos than ex-
pected. Particle escape is one of the open problems in
particle acceleration theories, and we avoid further consid-
erations for simplicity.
Third, assumption (a’) might be too strong in the sense
that the nucleus-survival condition might not be satisfied
ubiquitously. This condition is sensitive to UHECR source
properties, which are uncertain, and which may have a
large diversity. As an example, suppose that the nucleus-
survival condition is satisfied for9=10 of sources, but not
for 1=10 of sources, and that the latter have high target
photon densities, as for the WB flux. As a result, the
neutrino background flux could exceed Eqs. (12), (14), or
(15). For this example, taking s ¼ 2, the flux would be
roughly doubled compared to the landmark flux expressed
in Eq. (12).
Fourth, landmark fluxes are derived for a specific as-
sumed cosmic-ray injection spectrum. In more generality,
as in Ref. [21], ‘‘bounds’’ could be obtained by comparing
with all cosmic-ray data. In the case of nuclei, one would
need to compare to both spectrum and composition data,
which would require calculating cascades for nuclei inside
and outside the sources. Such detailed calculations are
deferred here, because Eq. (12) for s ¼ 2 and Eq. (14)
for s > 2 are enough for demonstration purposes, and the
composition data are not yet adequate. In addition, when
assumption (b) is not adopted, we would have to take more
care with assumption (c) (see, e.g., Refs. [42] for effects of
cosmic magnetic fields). Nuclei are more easily deflected
by magnetic fields, so then the landmarks might not be so
stringent.
V. CONCLUSIONS
If the PAO data correctly indicate that UHECRs have a
heavy composition, then a significant fraction of nuclei
must survive photodisintegration interactions in their
sources (further, some sources must be nearby, since nuclei
from distant sources cannot avoid photodisintegration en
route). For probing the density of target photons in sources,
nuclei are special compared to protons, since interactions
lead to changes in composition and energy, and not just a
change in energy. For UHE protons, the effective require-
ment fp < 1 is theoretical, not observational, and fp > 1
is allowed in principle [21]. For UHE nuclei, the require-
ment fA < 1 in typical sources seems to be observatio-
nally required by the PAO results; though see the caveats
above. More detailed discussions must wait for more pre-
cise composition results.
We present new, theoretically indicated landmarks for
the cumulative neutrino background, following from the
condition of nucleus survival in UHECR sources. If this is
satisfied in all UHECR sources, then the resulting land-
mark neutrino flux is at least 1 order of magnitude smaller
than theWB flux for UHE protons. Detection in IceCube or
KM3Net of the neutrino background produced by the
photomeson interactions of UHE nuclei in their sources
could be challenging. While not equivalent to experimental
bounds, our landmarks are less model dependent than
predictions for specific sources and will be useful as gen-
eral probes of UHECR sources and for assessing the sen-
sitivity of neutrino telescopes. For some specific models in
which UHE nuclei survive in their sources, e.g., the various
GRBmodels of Ref. [10], the neutrino fluxes are below our
landmarks, as expected. Thus our results indicate reason-
ably optimistic neutrino background fluxes.
Although our arguments can be applied to the neutrino
background produced inside sources of UHE nuclei, they
cannot be applied to the cosmogenic neutrino fluxes pro-
duced outside these sources. This is because assumption
(a’) will not hold; for example, the energy attenuation
length of iron is 100 Mpc at 1020 eV [26,34], which
implies that UHE nuclei from very distant sources are
significantly disintegrated. As a result, the fluxes of cos-
mogenic neutrinos from nuclei strongly depend on the
spectral index, maximum energy, and source evolution
[43]. If the maximum energy is very high, those nuclei
are completely disintegrated and the emitted nucleons
undergo photomeson interactions, similar to the case where
protons are initially injected. However, one expects that
such cases would conflict with the PAO composition data.
Detailed works suggest that the cosmogenic neutrino flux
in the nuclear case would be much smaller than that in the
proton case [43].
As discussed, if a fraction of sources violate assumption
(a’), then the neutrino flux can exceed the nucleus-survival
landmark. Future neutrino observations can test this.
Recent neutrino observations are already almost reaching
the WB landmark for ‘‘integral’’ limits (where power laws
are assumed over a few decades) [3], suggesting that
hidden neutrino sources are excluded and that assumption
(a) is indeed reasonable. Similarly, if assumption (a’) is
valid, IceCube and KM3Net may not see neutrinos from
UHECR sources. If IceCube sets a tight limit on the
neutrino background, this would suggest that almost all
sources do have the low target photon densities required for
nucleus survival. If IceCube measures a larger flux, this
might still be largely true, though there are other possibil-
ities. One is that there could be some proton sources or
hidden accelerators. Another is that neutrinos are also
produced via hadronuclear processes, e.g., such as clusters
of galaxies [17].
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To reveal the accelerators of UHECRs, detections of
gamma rays are also important. Especially, signals unique
to UHECR accelerators are needed. For UHE proton
sources, there could be UHE pionic gamma rays [44] and
GeV synchrotron gamma rays [45]. For UHE nuclei
sources, there could be TeV–PeV gamma rays from nu-
clear deexcitation following photodisintegration [46].
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